4BR.

9/21/67  10 µg - 4PM - no effect.

9/22/67 Robert  20 µg  - 8:45 at 9:10 thought visual field changed - I watched him several times say "This is absurd" - he would ignore something that was certainly unreal - and in a moment, be made aware of it. Almost like threshold (at 20 µg!) Let us assume, no effects.

- 9/24/67  ATS  30 µg  No Effect.

- 9/25/67 Robert  50 µg  N.R.

- 9/26/67  ATS  100 µg  N.R.

± 10/1/67 ATS  200 µg  possible intox & altered judgment when drowsy - effect? probably NR

10/4/67 Robert  400 µg  1:55 mild effects at 4:00PM. on to 8PM - taper off to 2 enhancement of visual perception + color. "Clean cold feeling of wind on skin. enhanced emotional affect. very comfortable & good feeling. Easy to sleep - colorful dreams (important). Not tired after 5 hrs sleep.

1973 - Jan-Feb all the Br$^{82}$, Br$^{77}$ work. IV up to 40 µg N.E. Oral to 200 µg - trivial stimulation. RT, me, Lesly, Irvin

2/22/73  ATS  30 µg IV (25 µg Br$^{82}$,) N.E.

Andrew received 101 mg 14 Oct 1967 - reported 1.5 mg -> long duration but no increased effects.

Animal tox: Solution I.P. of 50 mg/Kg mice. 0:02 twitching :09 irritated - avoid being probed :28 +2nd mouse - paranoia 1:30 interaction pretty normal 6:00 cuddle together - no later effect.

On to page 226